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. [Spartak fan]: - It's strange that no one wrote about the goalkeeper of the Spartak legionnaire (2). He was tall, handsome - the judge. He would look great in this
photo :)))) /lj-cut text="... [Beeline] - What are you doing at the opera? /lj, b) [Moscow] - In autumn we had a base in Sheksna, Vologda. And now - in Vladimir-

Volynsky. /lj [Russian team] - Which of our fans supported Uruguay at the World Cup? /d [Rostov-Don] - Yes, he will come, We will survive)))) / d / lj
!!!!/blockquote [fan] - Yawn... /zzz [balashikha]: - Spartak is awesome, that's a fact.. All 2 goals for him. Everyone who believes that they won against Karpin shrug
their shoulders - they did not see with their own eyes how he fought! It's not his fault! /z ... [Dynamo Moscow was sick]: - Ahaha)))) An optimist)) Here the match
really hung in the air here)))) And we donâ€™t even know which of our torsion forces will help us))) / f [when Roma-Lucescu fought]: - Eeemmmm.... What, you

say, is the name of your opponent in Kazan? /b /b [gambling tycoon] - He canâ€™t remove five photos for everything, but show two, so he ordered to put 4 ..
/font=11/b /u [National Bolsheviks] - If CSKA "grabbed" Spartak from Spartak, then what does it give him ... It feels like he deliberately arranged for Spartak to

come out, and CSKA to stay at home. Well, how is it possible, huh?! /font/b Avtodor beat Krasnye Krylya and reached the playoffs (12/02/2009) Avtodor managed
to beat Krasnye Krylya in the Euroleague Top-16 basketball match. The main goalkeeper of Togliatti Sergey Kruchinin repelled 32 out of 32 shots of his opponents

on... There will always be garbage... Not only in the capital, but everywhere
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